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Effectiveness of a semantic treatment on a Cantonese anomic patient  
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Wong Chi Yan, Elly 
 
 
Abstract 
This study investigates the effectiveness of a combined treatment of semantic feature 
analysis (SFA) and semantic priming in alleviating naming difficulty in an anomic patient 
with severe semantic deficits. The single-subject multiple baseline design was employed to 
evaluate treatment progress. Results indicated treatment gains specific to trained items while 
generalization to untrained probe types was insignificant. The observed outcomes were 
consistent with previous findings that severe semantic deficits restricted the outcomes of SFA 
treatment. Cross-study comparison also revealed the facilitative role of better preserved 
access from phonological input to the semantic system in response to SFA treatment. 
Additionally, the mechanism behind SFA treatment was explored in relation to the patient’s 
treatment outcomes.  
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Anomia has constantly been a challenge to aphasic patients as their verbal 
communication is hampered by difficulties in word retrieval. From a cognitive 
neuropsychological perspective, the identification of word retrieval difficulties alone is 
insufficient for treatment planning as the surface symptoms may arise from various patterns 
of underlying impairments. Based on models of lexical processing, disruptions in any steps in 
the lexical processing chain, from access to the semantic system, processing at the semantic 
level, to access to the output levels and phonological assembly, may result in word retrieval 
difficulty (Howard & Patterson, 1989). Given the centrality of semantic system in lexical 
processing, a large number of anomic treatment studies had involved semantic tasks as 
therapeutic techniques (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Drew & Thompson, 1999; Howard, Patterson, 
Franklin, Orchard-Lisle, & Morton, 1985; Lowell, Beeson, & Holland, 1995; Nettleton & 
Lesser, 1991). Improvement in naming was observed following stimulation at the level of 
semantic processing, particularly in patients whose naming difficulty was attributed to 
semantic deficits. It was therefore suggested that identification of the loci of deficits to word 
retrieval difficulty was fundamental to the selection of an effective treatment approach.  
 Central semantic deficits reduce semantic input to the phonological output level, 
resulting in a range of semantically related items being activated and a competitor with 
higher activation threshold would be erroneously selected as the target word (Howard & 
Gatehouse, 2006). Based on this proposed explanation, if treatment aims to remediate word 
retrieval as a result of semantic processing deficits, training tasks that target on strengthening 
semantic representations and their access to output phonology would be most appropriate. 
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Semantic Feature Analysis (SFA) was proposed as an anomia treatment that aims to 
strengthen connections within the semantic network. This approach is based on the spreading 
activation theory claiming that activation of target words can be facilitated by activating 
words in the semantic neighborhood (Boyle & Coelho, 1995). Through discussion of the 
associated features of the target objects, threshold levels of the target names can be lowered 
and hence more likely to be selected over other semantic competitors.  After repeatedly 
accessing treatment items from different semantic categories, generalization to untrained 
category members is expected as a result of enhanced semantic network. An increase in the 
proportion of semantic errors is also anticipated as activation thresholds of both the target 
items and their semantic associates are lowered. Treatment success was demonstrated in a 
series of studies in which improvement in naming was noted in both trained items and 
untrained items (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Coelho, McHugh, & Boyle, 2000; Boyle, 2004). It 
was proposed that improved naming performance was the result of strengthened semantic 
representations and internalization of feature analysis as a self-cueing technique. 
 While successful outcomes are encouraging, unsuccessful outcomes are also valuable 
for understanding under which conditions a treatment may work. In the SFA treatment study 
by Lowell et al. (1995), two subjects BB and BG demonstrated treatment gains similar to 
other SFA studies while the third subject SB showed no substantial improvement during 
training. Lowell et al. hypothesized that such results might be attributed to greater 
impairment in phonological or semantic access in SB based on his low scores in assessment 
tasks on expression. However, further postulations were limited as the assessment tasks 
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employed restricted detailed analysis of language processing at different linguistic levels. 
While previous studies explored the effectiveness of SFA on alleviating anomia in aphasic 
patients, the relationship between the patients’ underlying impairment and their treatment 
outcomes was not clearly specified.  
 Owing to variations in the depth and range of pre-treatment assessments in different 
treatment studies, direct comparison across cases is inconclusive in predicting response 
patterns to one treatment approach. To clarify the interactions between patients’ impairments 
and treatment outcomes, researchers were working towards uniformity in case analysis and 
treatment procedures to allow cross-case comparisons (Laine & Martin, 2006). In a recent 
study by Law, Wong, Sung and Hon (2006), an identical semantic treatment protocol was 
employed to three Cantonese speaking anomic patients (MTK, YSH and YKM), whose 
semantic processing deficits were of mild, moderate and severe degrees respectively. The 
SFA treatment protocol was adopted together with the use of semantic priming technique. 
Semantic priming was incorporated to further enhance the activation spreading process 
through concurrent presentation of semantically related items (Renvall, Laine, Laakso, & 
Martin, 2003). While the results demonstrated effectiveness of SFA and semantic priming 
treatment in facilitating retrieval of target names and generalization to untrained items, 
success was confined to the two subjects (MTK and YSH) with mild to moderate semantic 
impairment. YKM, the patient with severe semantic deficit, showed an increase in semantic 
errors but he did not benefit from the semantic training. It was therefore suggested that the 
degree of semantic deficits might affect the gains in naming ability as SFA and semantic 
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priming treatment work to strengthen the existing semantic connections. Law et al. were 
among the first investigators to explore the contribution of semantic deficits to outcomes of 
SFA treatment but the report of a single unsuccessful case might not reflect the outcome of 
other patients with severe semantic deficit. As pointed out by Howard (2003), single case 
study allows detailed specification of the nature of treatment and the patient’s deficits but the 
exclusivity of treatment findings limits generalization of results to other patients. Hence, 
there is a need for more case reports testing the same phenomenon in order to generalize 
research findings to the aphasic population.  
 The first purpose of the current study was to apply the treatment protocol adopted in 
Law et al. (2006) on a patient with similar degree of semantic deficit to YKM to testify 
previous findings that severe semantic deficits are associated with negative outcome in SFA 
treatment. This treatment approach was selected as sufficient task descriptions were available 
for adoption. The use of self-cueing technique is also of high communicative value to anomic 
patients as it provides additional contextual information to the listener (Tompkins, Scharp, & 
Marshall, 2006). By applying the same assessment and treatment protocol on a different 
subject, a case series can be established which allows the comparison of treatment outcomes 
among different anomic patients. From a research perspective, the investigation of the 
relationship between patients’ characteristics and the treatment outcomes would deepen the 
understanding of the treatment mechanism and the development of a theory of rehabilitation 
of anomia (Howard, 2003). While from a clinical perspective, the results could provide 
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insight into the selection of appropriate treatment approach and prognosis making for anomic 
patients who present with different degrees of semantic impairment.  
In addition to establishing patterns of treatment outcomes, investigations like this one 
are important in understanding the impact of treatment on lexical processing (Horton & Byng, 
2002). Considering the SFA treatment mechanism (see Figure 1), stimulation procedure 
entails processing at both phonological and semantic level as the patient processes the verbal 
input of feature descriptions at the phonological level, activation then passes on to the 
semantic system where the target semantic network is triggered. It is therefore hypothesized 
that more preserved phonological processing and better access from phonological input to 
semantic system in a patient would result in greater activation of the semantic network 
containing the target item, and hence more positive treatment outcomes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A diagram showing how SFA procedure may facilitate retrieval of target name. The 
diagram is adapted from Laine & Martin (2006).  
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To testify the hypothesis, treatment outcomes of patients who exhibit similar degrees of 
semantic deficits but varying phonological processing abilities were compared. The present 
study applied the SFA and semantic priming treatment on a Cantonese-speaking anomic 
patient (HCH) with severe semantic deficits. Similar to patient YKM in Law et al. (2006) 
study, HCH’s severe semantic deficits were evidenced by below-normal performance across 
all tasks that involve the semantic system. The two subjects’ performances on initial 
assessment are presented in Table 1. Phonological processing abilities of HCH were found to 
resemble YKM as their phonological input and output processing were largely preserved. 
Their accesses from the semantics to phonological output were also comparable as indicated 
by similar performances in the oral naming task. Meanwhile, significant difference was noted 
in their naming performance upon verbal definitions (x²= 25.4, p<0.001). In the 
naming-by-definition task, integrity of phonological processing, semantic processing and 
their accesses are tapped as patients retrieve the target object names based on their verbal 
definitions. Since HCH and YKM exhibited similar degree of impairment at the levels of 
semantic processing, phonological processing and access to the phonological output, HCH’s 
better performance on naming-by-definition may imply less impaired access from 
phonological input to the semantic system. Based on this hypothesis, it is likely that HCH 
may benefit from the SFA treatment in which verbal descriptions of semantic features are 
presented with the object picture simultaneously. Therefore, by comparing the treatment 
outcomes of YKM and HCH, the current study also investigated the role of access to the 
semantic system in the outcomes of SFA treatment.  
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The following research questions were asked: 
1. Would severe semantic deficit remain a major constraint on improvement in naming 
trained items, a finding consistent with the conclusion in Law et al. (2006)? 
2. Would better access from phonological input to semantics enhance treatment outcomes 
of SFA and semantic priming therapy?  
3. Would there be a change in error patterns, increase in semantically related errors and 
reduction in omission errors, as a result of activation of the semantic network, similar to 
previous observation? 
4. Would treatment effects be generalized to untrained items of the same semantic 
categories as trained items, similar to previous findings? 
 
Method 
Subject 
HCH was a 45 year-old Cantonese-speaking male who was diagnosed to have 
subarachnoid haemorrhage in February, 2005. HCH received education up to primary 5 in 
mainland and he worked as a restaurant buyer premorbidly. The Cantonese Aphasia Battery 
(Yiu, 1992) was administered prior to study and HCH was classified as having anomic 
aphasia (Aphasia Quotient = 84.9). To identify the loci of naming impairment, a series of 
psycholinguistic tests on language, visual processing, cognitive and memory were carried out. 
Severe semantic deficit was evidenced by poor performance on both verbal and nonverbal 
semantic tasks. Phonological processing was relatively preserved as the patient demonstrated 
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intact word repetition and mildly disrupted auditory discrimination. Phonological short-term 
memory was also largely preserved as his digit span scored within the normal range. It was 
therefore speculated that HCH’s naming deficit was originated from severe disruptions in 
semantic processing and/or access from the semantic system to phonological output.  
 
Table 1. HCH’s and YKM’s performances on initial assessment 
 
 HCH YKM 
Phonological tasks   
Auditory discrimination (n = 40) 30 (75.0%) 37 (92.5%) 
Repetition (n = 30) 30 (100.0%) 28 (93.3%) 
Verbal semantic tasks    
   Oral naming (n = 217) 75 (34.6%) 71 (32.7%) 
   Naming by definition (n = 216) 120 (55.6%) 68 (31.5%) 
   Spoken word-picture matching (n = 126) 106 (84.1%) 102 (81.0%) 
   Written word-picture matching (n = 126) 69 (54.8%) 98 (77.8%) 
   Synonym judgment (n =60) 33 (55.0%) 43 (71.7%) 
   Written PPTT (n = 29) 15 (51.7%) 15 (51.7%) 
Nonverbal semantic tasks   
   BORB  16 (69.6%) 15 (65.2%) 
   PPTT 24 (64.9%) 22 (56.5%) 
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Note. The results of YKM are taken from Law et al. (2006). Normal performances on the 
assessment tasks are summarized in Appendix A. 
Treatment Stimuli 
There was an initial set of material consisting of 256 black-and-white line drawings of 
objects belonging to 18 categories. The material set included a collection of pictures from 
Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) (n=158), Aphasia Rehabilitation: A clinical and home 
 HCH YKM 
Memory tasks   
   Digit forward sequence 9 8 
   Chinese Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test   
     Immediate recall (n = 75) 9 12 
     Immediate recall after distraction (n = 15) 2 0 
     Delayed recall (n = 15) 0 0 
     Recognition (n = 15) 5 9 
Visual spatial tasks   
   Minimal Feature View (n = 25) 22 (88.0%) 18 (72.0%) 
   Foreshortened View (n = 25) 19 (76.0%) 15 (60.0%) 
   Item Match (n = 32) 28 (87.5%) 24 (75.0%) 
Cognitive task   
     TONI-3 (percentile) 6 (1) 14 (13) 
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therapy program outcome (Jipson, 1987) (n=39), British Picture Vocabulary Scale (Dunn, 
1982) (n=36), Boston Naming test (Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983) (n=12), and 
Picture Please! A Language Supplement (Abbate & Lachappelle, 1979) (n=11).  
Five native Cantonese-speaking male, matched in age (range: 49-51 years) and 
education level (range: 6-7 years) with the subject, were invited to name the picture stimuli 
and provide ratings of object familiarity and visual complexity. The ratings were used to 
select stimuli for the treatment study so that any differences across probe types would not be 
attributed to the effects of object familiarity and/or visual complexity. A picture was selected 
as a baseline stimulus when at least 3 out of 5 control subjects provided an identical label to 
the picture. A total of 196 pictures were selected for baseline measurement. The pictures that 
were named incorrectly in 2 out of the 3 trials were selected as potential probe stimuli. The 
probe stimuli were divided into one group of trained items and two groups of untrained items. 
The untrained stimuli were further divided into untrained generalization items, which 
belonged to the same semantic categories as the trained items, and untrained control items, 
which belonged to unrelated categories.  
Treatment design 
 The treatment program was consisted of three phases, namely the baseline, the treatment 
and the maintenance phases. A multiple baseline design was employed to monitor the 
acquisition of trained items, untrained generalization items, and untrained control items to 
infer if any improvement was the result of specific treatment effects (Wertz, 1995). All 
sessions were audio-recorded using an ONKI digital recorder (N-238).  
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Baseline Phase 
The patient was asked to name all randomly presented baseline pictures in absence of 
any cueing or feedback over the three sessions. Among the potential probe stimuli, categories 
were first arranged in descending order of the number of items. Four categories with at least 
eight possible probe items each were selected and divided into two groups of trained and 
untrained generalization items. A total of 15 items, in the categories of household (n=4), 
recreation (n=3), fruits and vegetables (n=4) and food (n=4), were selected for each trained 
and untrained generalization sets. Untrained control items (n =15) were selected from the 
remaining categories which were semantically unrelated to the trained and untrained 
generalization items. All probe types were balanced in the aspects of familiarity and visual 
complexity. A list of probe items can be found in Appendix B.  
Treatment Phase 
The combined approach of SFA and contextual priming was adopted. At the beginning 
of each treatment session, all items were probed to monitor treatment progress. To achieve 
priming effects, pictures belonging to the same category were presented successively. On 
each trial, a picture was selected from a semantic category and displayed on the semantic 
feature analysis chart (Boyle & Coelho, 1995) (see Appendix C). Firstly, the patient was 
asked to name the target picture and semantic features were discussed regardless of accuracy 
of the initial naming trial. The patient was then encouraged to generate semantic features 
such as category, function, use, physical properties, location and associations upon 
clinician’s question prompts or sentence completion cues. After discussion, the clinician 
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wrote down the described features on the analysis chart and the patient named the target 
picture a second time. If the patient failed to name the target picture, the clinician would 
provide the modal name and the patient would repeat accordingly. The treatment session 
would end when all target items were presented and discussed. The order of presentation of 
each category and individual item within a category was randomized in each session to 
prevent possible order effect. When the patient achieved naming accuracy of 13/15 over three 
consecutive sessions, the treatment phase would be completed.  
Maintenance Phase 
The maintenance phase would last for 3 consecutive weeks after the completion of the 
treatment phrase. The patient would be assessed on naming of all probe types once a week 
following procedures as in baseline testing.  
Control Task 
 The Chinese Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (Lee, Yuen & Chan, 2002) was 
selected as control task to monitor changes in verbal recall ability, a non-targeted behavior in 
the treatment process. The control task was conducted once in baseline and once during 
post-treatment period.  
Scoring Criteria and Reliability 
 All naming responses were scored as either correct or incorrect. Correct responses 
included the targeted name and any colloquial names (e.g. 香腸  [sausage]  腸仔 
[sausage]). For incorrect responses, the patient’s attempts were classified into the following 
error types: (1) Semantic errors – these included items sharing semantic features with the 
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target (e.g. 菠蘿 [pineapple]  橙 [orange]); semantic associates (e.g. 搖搖 [yoyo]  
繩  [string]); category name of the target (e.g 烏龜  [turtle]  動物  [animals]); and 
circumlocution (e.g. 吸塵機 [vacuum cleaner]  清潔用 [for cleaning]). (2) Unrelated 
responses – real-word responses without apparent relationship with the targets (e.g. 鹽樽 
[saltcellar]  燈  [lamp]). (3) Semantic jargon – non-word responses that contain a 
morpheme sharing certain semantic features with the targets (e.g. 小雞 [chickling]  雞仔
仔). (4) Unrelated jargon – non-word responses without apparent relationship with the targets 
(e.g. 搖搖 [yoyo]  打不仔). (5) No response.   
 Intrarater and interrater agreements on error analysis were calculated for approximately 
10 % of the subject’s naming responses. A final year student of Speech and Hearing Sciences 
was invited to provide independent analysis on the subject’s responses according to the 
scoring criteria.  Point-to-point agreement was calculated based on the formula: [ (total 
agreements / total number of items rated) x 100 ]. Intrarater and interrater agreements were 
100 % and 97 % respectively.  
Statistical procedures 
  The McNemar’s test was employed to compare performance across baseline, treatment 
and maintenance phases on naming of trained, untrained generalization, and untrained 
control items respectively. For each probe type, best performances in a session during the 
three phases were compared to monitor changes over time. To investigate whether there was 
any differences across probe types, the chi-square test was used to contrast performance 
among trained, untrained, and control items.  
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Results 
Treatment outcomes 
 HCH’s naming accuracy of trained, untrained generalization, and untrained control 
items during baseline and treatment phases are presented in Figure 2. HCH showed stable 
baseline performances for all probe types (criterion of less than 10% fluctuation across 
baseline sessions). After introduction of the semantic treatment, HCH demonstrated steady 
improvement in naming of trained items and achieved the highest accuracy of 80% (12/15) in 
treatment session T9. As HCH could not achieve the criterion level of 86.7% accuracy (13/15) 
in any of the treatment sessions, the treatment phase was terminated at session T15.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Naming accuracy of each probe types across baseline and treatment phases.  
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Across the three baseline sessions (B1-B3), HCH achieved an average of 6.7% accuracy 
in naming each of the probe types. At the end of the treatment phase, averaged naming 
performances across the last three treatment sessions (T13-T15) were 68.9% (trained items), 
40% (untrained generalization items) and 28.9% (untrained control items) respectively. The 
range of increase in naming accuracy was largest in trained items (+62.2%), followed by 
untrained generalization items (+33.3%) and untrained control items (+22.2%).  
Despite improvement in naming accuracy in all probe types, statistically significant 
difference between the best performances in the baseline and the treatment phase was only 
found in naming of trained items. The results of the statistical analysis are summarized in 
Table 2. For trained items, HCH’s best performance in baseline session B1 was 6.7% and it 
rose to 80% in session T9 (p<0.05). For untrained generalization items, naming performance 
improved slightly throughout the treatment phase. HCH achieved the highest accuracy of 
6.7% in baseline session B1 and achieved 40% in treatment session T9 (p>0.05). A similar 
pattern was also observed in naming of untrained control items. When the best performance 
in baseline session B1 (6.7%) was compared with performance in treatment session T12 
(40%), no significant difference was found (p>0.05).  
The best naming performance in each of three probe types were also compared to 
observe any differences in acquisition across types. Significant differences were found when 
the highest accuracy of trained items was compared with generalization items (p<0.05) and 
control items (p<0.05) respectively, but not between generalization and control items 
(p>0.05).  
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The non-targeted control task of verbal memory was implemented once before and after 
treatment. HCH’s performances in immediate recall pre and post treatment were 9/75 and 
17/75 respectively. No change was noted in delayed recall scores as he failed to recollect any 
target words after a 30-minute time lag.  
 
Table 2. Statistical analyses of naming accuracies of HCH and YKM.  
Note. The results of YKM are taken from Law et al. (2006). 
     NS = not significant 
 HCH YKM 
Trained Items 
(B1) 6.7%  vs  (T9) 80% 
[McNemar’s; z=9.09, p<0.05] 
(B1) 0%   vs  (T7) 40% 
[McNemar’s; z=2.45,p<0.05] 
Untrained  
Generalization Items 
(B1) 6.7%  vs  (T9) 40% 
[McNemar’s; z=2.29, p>0.05] 
(B3) 20%  vs  (T1) 40% 
[NS] 
Untrained  
Control Items 
(B1) 6.7%  vs  (T12) 40% 
[McNemar’s; z=2.29, p>0.05] 
(B2) 10%  vs  (T9) 50% 
[NS] 
   
Trained  
vs 
Untrained Generalization 
(T9) 80%  vs  (T9) 40% 
[ x²=5.0, p<0.05] 
(T7) 40%  vs  (T1) 40% 
[NS] 
Trained  
vs 
Untrained Control 
(T9) 80%  vs  (T12) 40% 
[ x²=5.0, p<0.05] 
(T1) 40%  vs  (T9) 50% 
[NS] 
Untrained Generalization  
vs  
Untrained Control 
(T9) 40%  vs  (T12) 40% 
[ x²=0.0, p=1.0] 
(T1) 40%  vs  (T9) 50% 
[NS] 
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Error analysis 
 HCH’s erroneous naming responses across sessions were analyzed to evaluate any 
effects of the semantic treatment. The distribution of naming errors across sessions is 
displayed in Figure 3. HCH made five different types of errors: (1) omission; (2) semantic 
error; (3) unrelated response; (4) semantic jargon; and (5) unrelated jargon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Changes in distribution of error responses across the baseline and treatment phases. 
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and contributed an average of 53.3% in the total number of errors in the last three treatment 
sessions. Throughout the baseline and treatment phases, the proportions of unrelated 
responses, semantic jargons and unrelated jargons remained low (10% or below) and were 
fairly stable. The distribution of naming error responses is depicted in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Proportions of different types of naming errors of HCH and YKM.  
Note. The results of YKM are taken from Law et al. (2006). 
Summary 
HCH responded to the combined treatment of SFA and semantic priming. Naming 
improvement was specific to trained items. Generalization of treatment effects to the 
untrained probe types was insignificant. As a result of treatment, the nature of naming errors 
changed with an increase in semantic errors and a reduction in omission responses.  
 HCH YKM 
 (B1-B3) (T13-T15) (B1-B3) (T13-T15) 
Total number of items named 135 135 240 240 
Total number of errors 126 73 225 208 
     
No Response 68.3 % 41.2% 55.3 % 64.4 % 
Semantic Error 28.6 % 53.3% 14.9 % 22.1 % 
Unrelated Response 1.6 % 4.1% 13.2 % 7.7 % 
Semantic Jargon 0.8 % 1.3% 2.6 % 0.5 % 
Unrelated Jargon 0.8 % 0.0% 1.3% 0% 
Others -- -- 9.8% 5.3% 
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Discussion 
The results demonstrated specific treatment effects of the combined treatment of SFA 
and semantic priming on an anomic patient with severe semantic deficits. Although the 
patient’s best performance in naming trained items fell below the criterion level, specific 
treatment effects could be deduced from the following observations. A relatively stable 
baseline performance was obtained in all probe types before treatment commenced. The 
slight increase in naming accuracy in pretreatment measurement of T1 could be attributed to 
repetitive naming of probe items across the baseline sessions. Nevertheless, the improvement 
in naming accuracy concurred with the initiation of the treatment phase. Besides stimulation 
from the SFA process, it could be argued that repeatedly accessing an identical stimulus set 
itself could be a naming facilitative process. Since the effect of repetitive exposure could not 
be isolated, treatment-induced improvement was inferred from statistical analyses which 
revealed significant between-group differences in naming accuracy of trained and untrained 
probe types while insignificant within-group improvement in untrained generalization and 
untrained control items. Moreover, the effect of spontaneous recovery was minimized as 
HCH was about two-year post onset of aphasia and changes in the non-targeted verbal 
memory task were minimal. The significant improvement in naming accuracy of the 
treatment items was therefore the result of specific treatment effects. 
While treatment effects were evident, the results were contrary to the prediction that 
generalization would occur to semantically related untrained items as a result of activation of 
the entire semantic network. The lack of generalization of treatment gains might suggest that 
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direct and continuous simulation of the semantic network was critical to improvement in 
naming in the presence of severely disrupted semantic processing, as in the case of HCH. 
Meanwhile, strengthened semantic connections were evidenced from the change in error 
distribution across the treatment period. The reduction in omission responses while increase 
in semantic errors demonstrated the impact of semantic feature analysis as the subject was 
able to produce semantically related naming responses which approximated the target items. 
This ability to generate semantic information of the target, such as descriptions of the 
object’s appearance and its functions, was regarded as facilitative to communication of 
aphasic patients as the contextual information provided enhances speech comprehensibility 
and assists listener’s interpretations (Tompkins et al., 2006).  
In the study by Law et al. (2006), the severity of semantic impairments was found to be 
a factor affecting the outcomes of SFA treatment. The anomic patient with severe semantic 
deficits, YKM, did not benefit from the semantic treatment while the patients with mild and 
moderate semantic deficits showed significant naming improvement in both trained and 
untrained items. To revisit the phenomenon, direct comparisons were made between HCH 
and YKM in terms of improvement in naming accuracy of probe types and changes in error 
patterns (see Table 2 and Table 3). Results in this study were generally consistent with the 
findings in Law et al.. Similar to YKM, HCH exhibited severe disruptions in semantic 
processing and impairments in the access to phonological output level. In response to the 
treatment of SFA and semantic priming techniques, both subjects failed to reach the criterion 
level of 86.7% in any of the treatment sessions and there was a lack of generalization to 
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untrained probe items. As SFA aims to strengthen the existing semantic connections by 
activating semantic features in the surrounding network, the presence of severe semantic 
disruptions might hinder efficient activation and hence restrict the treatment progress. While 
significant improvement in naming of trained items was noted in both subjects, HCH 
demonstrated a larger gain in naming accuracy of trained items (+73.3%) as compared to 
YKM (+40%). This finding was in line with the hypothesis that HCH had less impaired 
access from phonological input to semantics. The better access to semantic information may 
render the SFA treatment more effective for HCH, as it may result in stronger activation 
across the semantic network. The influence of treatment process in the semantic system can 
also be evidenced from the changes in naming error patterns. At the end of treatment, YKM 
experienced an increase in both omissions (+9.1%) and semantic errors (+6.2%) while HCH 
showed a reduction in omissions (-27.1%) and an increase in semantic errors (+24.7%). This 
demonstrated that HCH was more responsive to SFA and semantic priming treatment as he 
was able to generate a larger number of semantically related labels following the treatment. 
In conclusion, the current findings suggested that the outcomes of SFA treatment are more 
positive for individuals with less impaired access to the semantic system but the presence of 
severe semantic deficits remains a major constraint.  
 In addition to the notion that HCH’s treatment outcome was restricted by severe 
semantic deficits, the choice of treatment items could be an additional factor that influenced 
the treatment progress. In the last few treatment sessions, it was observed that HCH struggled 
particularly with the trained items belonging to the food category. The presence of 
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category-specific anomia might pose extra difficulty for the subject. It is plausible that if the 
food category had been replaced, HCH might have been able to achieve the criterion level. 
Alternatively, if treatment had continued, HCH might have been able to acquire the 
remaining food items. While the acquisition of food items could be restricted by 
category-specific naming difficulty, changes were noted in the diversity in addition to the 
quantity of the semantic errors produced in the food category. Among the semantic errors 
made in the initial stage of treatment (T1-T3), HCH’s named the food items mostly as “cake”. 
After training, the diversity of semantic errors increased as he was able to access to a larger 
variety of food labels, e.g. naming “hamburger” as “sandwich” or “toast”. This might imply 
enhanced access to more specific semantic information which accounted for the improved 
ability to differentiate between semantically related items.  
 If patients with severe semantic deficits cannot achieve optimum benefits from SFA 
treatment, what changes might be expected to be induced in the disrupted semantic 
processing system, if any? And are these changes remedial or facilitative in nature? On one 
hand, the investigation into the acquisition of different probe types and the changes in error 
patterns shed light on the impact of SFA treatment; however, the exact nature of the 
treatment task itself remained ambiguous. As Horton & Byng (2002) pointed out, detailed 
descriptions of the treatment procedures were available but specification of how a treatment 
task exerted its effects was lacking. This treatment dynamics, together with the understanding 
of the subject’s underlying impairment, was important to the investigation of how a treatment 
affects the damaged system (Laine & Martin, 2006). As reviewed in Nickels (2002), different 
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views were raised in the literature in regards of the nature of SFA treatment. SFA treatment 
is regarded as remedial in nature when there is relearning of the disrupted semantic concepts 
whereas improved access to reactivate the existing semantic information reflects its 
facilitative nature. To attempt to clarify the working mechanism of SFA, a post hoc analysis 
was conducted to compare acquisition of probe types with respect to the integrity of semantic 
concepts.  
The integrity of semantic concepts was assessed before and after the therapy through an 
attribute judgment task in which the subject judged four yes/no questions concerning the 
semantic features of each probe item. Semantic concepts of an item were considered to be 
preserved when at least 3 out of 4 yes/no questions were answered correctly. It was found 
that among the probe items with preserved semantic concepts (n=29) before treatment, the 
largest gain in naming accuracy was observed in trained items (+47.2%), followed by 
untrained generalization items (+25.0%) and control items (+18.5%). Meanwhile, among the 
items with impaired concepts (n=6), naming accuracy remained 0% at the end of treatment 
regardless of probe type difference. These results implied the role of preserved semantic 
concept in the outcomes of SFA treatment. Given probe items with preserved semantic 
concepts, their access to the output level could be reactivated in the treatment process and 
hence enhanced naming performance. While for items with impaired concepts, enhancing 
access strength alone was ineffective in promoting retrieval of the target items, at least 
observed in this subject with severe semantic deficits. This finding therefore supports the 
view that SFA is a facilitative process in which gains in naming performance is the result of 
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improved access from the strengthened semantic network (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Law et al., 
2006). Since treatment outcome was measured in terms of naming performance, it could be 
argued that treatment gains were attributed to enhanced activation of semantic 
representations in addition to strengthened semantic connections. However, insufficient 
evidence could be obtained in detecting any remedial components in the treatment process. 
Although changes in the number of treatment items with improved semantic concepts were 
noted after treatment, the sample size (n=3) was too small to allow a meaningful comparison 
across probe items.  
 To elucidate the nature of the SFA treatment in depth, systematic research is needed to 
investigate the contribution of preserved semantic concepts to treatment outcomes. Issues to 
be addressed include the rate of acquisition and maximum performances in naming items 
with impaired and preserved semantic concepts. Based on the current observation, it is 
hypothesized that items with preserved concepts undergoing direct treatment stimulation 
receives the greatest improvement whereas untrained items with impaired concepts pose the 
greatest difficulty. Pre and post treatment comparison of attribute judgment performance will 
be useful for measuring any changes in semantic concepts across probe types, and hence any 
remedial effects of the treatment process can be detected. In addition, it is expected that the 
degree of disruptions in semantic concepts varies across anomic patients. Further study on 
the interactions between the integrity of semantic concepts and the outcomes of SFA 
treatment will help the identification of variables contributing to the treatment outcome, and 
hence refining patients’ candidacy for SFA treatment.  
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 Given the parallel relationship between research and clinical practice, clinical 
implications generated from research evidence are valuable to clinicians in selecting and 
implementing treatment protocols for individual anomic patients. Results of this study 
together with the findings in Law et al. (2006) illustrated the role of central semantic deficits 
in the outcome of SFA treatment. It is therefore important for clinicians to consider the 
patient’s semantic processing abilities in order to select an appropriate treatment approach 
and predict realistic treatment outcomes. Regarding patients with severe semantic deficits, 
target items with preserved semantic concepts might be associated with better learning 
outcomes as supposed to items with disrupted semantic concepts. With such observation, it is 
suggested that items with preserved concepts to be introduced in the initial stage of SFA 
treatment to establish a sense of success and confidence. While for target items with impaired 
semantic concepts, supplementary tasks on semantic knowledge, such as sorting and 
matching tasks, may enhance outcomes of the subsequent SFA treatment. Meanwhile, the 
SFA treatment process itself is one kind of communication that entails a variety of language 
processing abilities. Besides central semantic deficits, it is important to evaluate the patient’s 
ability to access information in the semantic system as it directly influences the amount of 
stimulation transferred to the semantic network. Naming-by-definition is an assessment task 
that taps the access from phonological input to the semantic system as the patient retrieves 
the target names based on the presented descriptions. Correspondingly, this access ability is 
actively involved in activating the semantic system as semantic features are discussed in the 
SFA therapy. The resemblance between the naming-by-definition task and the SFA 
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discussion process enables the clinician to predict the patient’s capacity to utilize semantic 
feature information in the naming treatment. These additional considerations will supplement 
clinician’s professional knowledge in justifying a suitable choice of treatment approach. 
 
Conclusion 
 Through converging findings from Law et al. (2006), a case series of SFA treatment was 
established. The similar responses to SFA treatment observed in two anomic patients with 
severe semantic impairments confirmed the conclusion that outcome of SFA treatment is 
restricted by the degree of semantic impairment. HCH, the anomic patient with severe 
semantic deficits, demonstrated item-specific treatment gains in the absence of significant 
generalization. Less impaired access from phonological input to the semantic system was 
found to be facilitative to naming improvement in the SFA process. Finally, preliminary 
observation of the effects of preserved semantic concepts on naming competence provided 
supportive evidence to the facilitative nature of SFA treatment.  
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Appendix A 
Normal performances on language, cognitive and memory tasks 
 
Task Normal performance 
Auditory discrimination (n = 40) 
assumed to be 100% or approximate 
 
Repetition (n = 30) 
   Oral naming (n = 217) 
   Spoken word-picture matching (n = 126) 
   Written word-picture matching (n = 126) 
 
Data from 5 control subjects each matched in age and education with HCH 
    Synonym judgment (n =60) 49.6 (SD = 5.0) 
 
Data from 1 control subject matched in age and education with HCH 
Naming by definition (n = 216) 202 (93.5%) 
    Written PPTT (n = 29) 29 (100.0%) 
 
Data from Law et al. (2006) with control group matched in age (40-59 years) and 
education (13 years or less) with HCH 
   BORB  21.9 (SD = 1.2) 
   PPTT 31.9 (SD = 5.4) 
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Task Normal performance 
Data from Lee et al. (2002) with control groups matched in age (20-46 years) and 
education (9 years or less) with HCH 
   Digit forward sequence 7.9 (SD = 1.3) 
   Chinese Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test  
     Immediate recall (n = 75) 45.2 (SD = 9.4) 
     Immediate recall after distraction (n = 15) 9.2 (SD = 1.7) 
     Delayed recall (n = 15) 8.8 (SD = 2.8) 
     Recognition (n = 15) 13.7 (SD = 0.8) 
Appendix B 
Trained, generalization and control items selected for semantic treatment 
 
 
Trained Items 
(n=15) F VC 
Generalization 
Items (n=15) F VC   
Control Items 
(n=15) F VC 
Household  
 
衣架 4.6 1.8 燈膽 4.6 2.4  Animals 羊 3.6 2.4 
電筒 4.4 2.6 門鎖 4.2 3   烏龜 4.0 3.2 
掃把 4.4 2.4 垃圾桶 4.4 2.8  Birds 小雞 4.2 2.4 
燙衫板 3.6 2.4 垃圾鏟 4 2.2   啄木鳥 3.2 3.6 
Recreation  風箏 3.6 2.2 保齡球 3.8 2.6  Toiletry  番梘 4.6 2.4 
魚竿 3.4 2.2 波子機 3.2 4.2   毛巾 4.6 1.6 
飛標 3.2 2.8 搖搖 3.2 2.2   牙刷 4.4 2.4 
Fruits and 
Vegetables 
紅蘿蔔 4.6 2.4 蘋果 4.6 1.8  Electrical Appliances 吸塵機 3.8 3.6 
蕃茄 4.4 2.2 薯仔 4.2 2   攪拌機 3.0 2.8 
菠蘿 4 3 青椒 3.8 2.8  Personal Belongings 鎖匙 5.0 2.4 
西瓜 3.8 2.8 洋蔥 3.8 2.6   頸鍊 3.4 3.0 
Food 三文治 4.4 1.8 花生 4.4 1.8  Insect 蜘蛛 3.8 2.2 
香腸 4.2 2.4 麵包 4.4 1.8  Kitchenware 鹽樽 4.4 3.0 
啫喱 4 1.8 熱狗 4 2  Stationery 地球儀 4.2 3.4 
漢堡飽 3.8 2.4 果仁 3.8 2.2  Tool 斧頭 4.0 2.0 
        Mean 4.03 2.35         Mean 4.03 2.43          Mean 4.01 2.69 
         S.D. 0.43 0.35          S.D. 0.42 0.61           S.D. 0.54 0.57 
 
Note.  OF= Object familiarity   VC= Visual complexity   
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Appendix C 
Semantic feature analysis chart used for discussion in the treatment. 
 
